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Moulin 
à marée

Île 
d’Arz

Maison Rose

Île 
de Berder

Tour Carrée

Chapelle de 
Boëdic

Île aux 
Moines

START/FINISH

Barrarac’h

DAY 1
DAY 2

Morbihan Gulf

recreational four-person sculling boats, 
double coastal rowing boat, quadruple 
coastal rowing boat

Rowers: 200 € with accommodation,  
2 nights, 3 meals / Companions: 180 € 
with accommodation, 2 nights, 3 meals
30 seats available, 40 €

CERCLE DE L’AVIRON DE VANNES
Yannick Jouanguy
06 73 94 58 44
cavannes.tdg@gmail.com

TOURIST OFFICE OF PAYS DE VANNES
info@tourisme-vannes.com
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25 & 26 JUNE

2 DAYS / 50 KM

ROWING LEVEL 

This tour will take you around the Golfe du 
Morbihan, the inland sea and its 42 islands, 
or 365 if you believe the legends. All the is-

lands are different yet provide a common scenery 
of earth and sea. You will pass by two of the lar-
gest ones : Moines island and Arz island. You may 
row alongside a “sinagot” or a “guépard”, two ty-
pical boats of the Gulf. You will come across a 
chapel, a tide mill, and one-storey granite far-
mhouse, or else the square tower overlooking the 
Gulf waters. Over the course of tide, you will be 
amazed by the evolution of surrounding lands-
capes which provide a colourful ballet of greens 
and turquoise. There are many activities of visit 
available to complete your stay : coastal pathways, 
Séné bird sanctuary, several megalithic monu-
ments such as Cair de Gavrinis and Cromlech 
d’Er Lannic, standing stones in Locmariaquer 
and Carnac, but also Suscinio castle on Rhuys 
peninsula, Saint Goustan harbour and the histo-
rical city of Vannes.

PROVISIONAL PLANNING 
DAY 1 
Great Loop around the Ile aux Moines (40km) - 
Departure at 10am - Picnic at noon - Return at 
6pm. Typical dinner and festive evening - Tasting 
of local oyster - Night in a UCPA centre.
DAY 2 
Loop around the Ile d’Arz (18km) - Departure  
at 9am. Return at noon and barbecue.
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